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Flock is a simplified technology platform that provides a complete 
Onboarding, Benefits Management and ACA solution. 

Onboarding, Documents, E-signatures, Time-off, Benefits, and Payroll 
Integration. 

Flock is a complete Onboarding, Benefits, & ACA solution for employers. Flock makes HR and 
Benefits Administration more streamlined, efficient and accurate by managing and automating 
critical everyday processes. From onboarding to time-off tracking, benefits enrollment to ACA 
compliance, Flock centralizes all employee activity and data into a single “warehouse of trust” 
that can be easily and quickly accessed, monitored while providing the detailed reporting savvy 
administrators need. 

Flock’s integration with RUN Powered by ADP® & ADP Workforce Now® platforms, allow most 
demographic and deduction information to flow seamlessly into payroll, removing duplicate data 
entry and saving valuable time.

Say hello to Flock’s Onboarding, Benefits and ACA management solution today! 

With Flock, you have the option to only purchase the module you are interested in. For 
example, the following modules can be used independently or all together in one platform: 
‘Onboarding’, ‘HR’, ‘Benefits Administration’, ‘Time Off’.

For Onboarding, Flock also has an advanced document mapping and e-signature capability.  
You can simply upload any document, map a few fields, and get it ready for e-signatures from 
your employees!

On the Benefits front, we have pre-configured EDI carrier connectivity with most of the 
leading insurance carriers, both major medical as well as voluntary.

All this, coupled with seamless connectivity with RUN and ADP Workforce Now payroll 
platforms gives you a single and streamlined solution.

See how easy it is to integrate Flock (helloflock.com) with  
RUN Powered by ADP & ADP Workforce Now.

The Value of  
ADP Marketplace

Uncover a collection of highly-rated* 
HR solutions ready to seamlessly and 
securely share data with the ADP 
platform. Now you can create a highly 
customized, yet fully integrate HR 
ecosystem for your company, with the 
simplicity of a single sign-on, single  
data input and single billing.

• Greater flexibility
• Secure and stable
• Seamless integration

* Based on reviews on G2 Crowd

Visit Flock on ADP 
Marketplace at to  
earn more and to easily 
integrate with your  
core HCM.

Flock for RUN Powered by ADP®
https://apps.adp.com/apps/223761/flock-
for run-powered-by-adp#!overview 

Flock for ADP Worforce Now® 

https://apps.adp.com/apps/134255/flock-for-
worforcenow-powered-by-adp#!overview


